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IN DEPTH
A Window into 2019: Developments
in Fenestration

A new year has opened, filled with promise and potential. What will it hold for
energy efficiency and residential construction?
5 PHIUS Showcases PHIUS+
To gain a clearer perspective into the developing picture for windows and
2018 Revision
doors (see Figure 1), Energy Design Update spoke with Florian Speier, Vice President and Head of Product Development at Zola European Windows. Speier is a
IN BRIEF
LEED AP, a Certified Passive House Consultant, and a Certified Passive House
7 Around the Industry
Builder. Among numerous awards, Zola was recognized in 2017 with an ArchiIN REFERENCE
tectural Record, Record Products Award, for Zola’s PanoramicView Lift & Slide and
Architectural Products, Products Innovation Awards, for Zola’s Thermo Alu75.
10 ORNL Launches Into New Year
with Building Advisor, Materials
EDU: What advancements in technology do you see, in the near-term, for windows?
and Systems Research
FS: In terms of frame materials, I don’t see too much change at the moment. The
biggest changes recently have been in aluminum frame windows, which historically
didn’t have the best performance. In just the
past couple of years, good advances have been
made to improving thermal breaks, taking
aluminum frames to high performance standards (see Figure 2). This is very exciting; the
top performers in this category could even
be taken into passive homes. With this advance, we’ve seen a corresponding increase in
the percentage of aluminum windows that
are selling. That aesthetic is something the
marketplace really enjoys, and the technology is great for large openings.
In terms of glass, spacers keep getting better and better, eliminating condensation. This
is really the weakest point on the window.
The other exciting development in
glass is now we’re finally seeing prices for
Figure 1. Daylighting, ventilation, passive solar heat gain – all these considerations for building self-tinting glass coming into range, and
design have a shaping impact on windows and doors as well. Photograph by Ian Umeda and courtesy in the next few years they should become
Zola European Windows.
feasible in many projects.
EDU: What advancements do you see 5 to 10 years out?
FS: The glass industry has promised that active glazing is around corner. We’ll see
how that develops.
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Figure 2. Improving thermal breaks has helped propel aluminum windows into high performance
projects. Shown is Zola European Windows’ Thermo Alu75 product. Image courtesy Zola.

Figure 3. Zola European Windows’ lift and slide doors. Image courtesy Zola European Windows.

I think the bigger change over the next 5
to 10 years is in the broader implementation of
things we can already do at this point, technically.
EDU: How are code changes and voluntary certifications (LEED, PHIUS, etc.) driving change in
fenestration?
FS: Changes in code essentially mean that
builders have the choice of going to much, much
higher R walls or going to higher performance windows to meet enclosure values. High performance
windows are the simpler and cheaper route. If you
have an R-50 wall and install an R-3 window,
you will still have the feeling of cold and drafts.
As builders learn that windows are the more affordable route, they also learn that choosing high
performance windows means better comfort in the
house, and this will lead to much higher adoption.
The Passive House Institute US PHIUS+ and
Passivhaus Institut remain the only certification
standards that know about, and care to verify, the
actual performance of two building performance
components coming together, for example the
junction between window and wall, or wall and
floor. Every other code ignores this. These junctions are a huge part of the true performance of
the building. If you are installing a high performance window in a non-optimal way, you lose
performance. Even today, many builders still insist
on putting a metal pan under the window during
installation and they lose 20% of the window’s performance through these old techniques.
As an industry, we have a long way to go both
in education and in making the installation process
simpler. That’s an area where we are starting to develop windows with a system that makes integration much more efficient and simpler for builder.
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EDU: What is your advice to builders trying to balance factors like daylighting, ventilation, solar heat gain, and U-value?
FS: There’s still a reluctance among builders to specify
external shading. While it’s complicated on the whole house,
external shade is not a big deal to design on the façade or on
main, large windows. No shade means creating an overheating problem in the summer in many climates. People could
be much more open to some overglazing that creates great
views and is a great architectural component, as long as it is
ready for external shading. These same windows in winter
can offer great solar gains that reduce the heating load.
We do see an increased focus on ventilation as more and
more projects are using a whole house energy recovery venti-

Sidebar 1
Advances in Glass
Zola Windows introduced its Sanctuary Glass (see
Figure 4) in the fourth quarter 2018. The new glass
reaches superior acoustic performance through a combination of wide asymmetrical spacing between panes,
sound absorbing lamination, and thick glass panes in differing widths. This glazing, combined with Zola’s existing tightly sealed and thermally broken window design,
ensures that Sanctuary Glass products deliver not only
sound protection but also energy performance and visible transmittance.
“Sanctuary glass is a breakthrough for a building. The
difference relative to regular glass is truly remarkable, and
the moment of closing the window creates instantaneous
serenity. It is not just about the glass, the window frame
needs to be able to match the in glass performance – which
only a highly airtight window like Zola will be able to do.
In addition, the frame needs to be engineered to carry the
additional weight of Sanctuary Glass. We have just the
right match between glass, frame, and air seals to achieve
optimum results,” says Florian Speier, vice president and
head of product development for Zola Windows.
Noise mitigation is particularly important in buildings
near busy streets or highways, train stations, and airports.
The Sanctuary Glass configuration can be used with
any of the product lines from Zola Windows, and has certified third party testing results reaching up to 44 STC
and 37 OITC. Zola has worked with third parties to test
and verify performance in a few sample windows:
44 STC and 37 OITC Thermo Clad Sanctuary Glass
tilt-turn windows
44 STC and 35 OITC American Heritage Simulated
Double Hung
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lator (ERV). This is a great trend to see; it has really improved
occupant comfort. Because of this trend, more and more
windows are fixed and not operable. This, in turn, reduces
the cost of the window package and gets, typically, higher
performance rating on windows, as fixed units perform better than operable. As a company, we’ve also pushed for fixed
units, unless your customer really wants manual ventilation.
People are more and more willing to do that. Coupled with
mechanical ventilation, fixed windows are really no big issue, considering so many buildings are being built with large
lift and slide doors to ventilate. The whole trend of seamless
indoor/outdoor living space essentially captures ventilation
as well (see Figure 3).
(SDH) Sanctuary Glass tilt-turn windows
40 STC and 35 OITC Thermo uPVC Sanctuary Glass
tilt-turn windows
STC, or Sound Transmission Class, measures transmission loss between 125 Hz and 4,000 Hz. This range
covers most common sounds – sounds like human speech
and barking dogs. The STC rating averages sound transmission results over a few points in between these frequencies. OITC, or Outside Inside Transmission Class,
measures transmission loss from 80 to 4,000 Hz. The
lower frequencies included in OITC mean that it is a
better measure for blocking sounds often associated with
transportation, speakers, and subwoofers.

Figure 4. Zola European Windows introduced its Sanctuary Glass in
the fourth quarter of 2018. Sanctuary reaches superior acoustic performance through a combination of wide spacing between panes, sound
absorbing lamination, and thick glass panes in differing widths. This
glazing, combined with Zola’s existing tightly sealed and thermally
broken window design, ensures that Sanctuary Glass products deliver
not only sound protection but also energy performance and superior
visible transmittance. Image courtesy Zola European Windows.
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Figure 5. This project utilized a timber clad curtain wall and an integrated a
lift and slide door within the wall. Image courtesy Zola European Windows.

EDU: What advancements are you most excited about
at Zola?
FS: Over the last few years, we have been able to really refine the process and experience of getting European windows
in the US. We’ve been investing in making the process so
smooth that the builder isn’t reminded that this is a product
coming from overseas, and they can instead just enjoy the
benefits from a much higher performance solution than what
we could have done locally.
We are actively looking at solving the performance issue
at the junction of window and wall. Essentially, what were
looking at is providing a high performance buck system that
works with windows and creates a whole interface to the wall
that will be much easier for builders, and that also can integrate with things like external shading. This system will make

it much easier to integrate details, and allow us in factory to
pre-do some of that work, so it’s not from scratch. We hope
this is available and on market by late 2019. (See Sidebar 1
for details on further breakthroughs in glass technology.)
EDU: Is there a recent project or case study that you’d like to
discuss? Are there any research efforts that you could share?
FS: What keeps me mentally going and happiest are demands we have to meet. Eight years ago, when we started, we
had to go out and tell architects, “Look you can make these
openings bigger and still control interior climate.” We were
pushing the boundary of what you could do in fenestration.
Now, over the past few years, especially in the western market,
architects are pushing this boundary and the industry is struggling to keep up (see Figure 5). That’s a fun challenge to have.
More and more architects are trying to use curtain walls
in residential construction. It’s exciting and interesting to
help them do it in a stunning way that’s not classic storefront.
Recently, we did a project in Telluride where, essentially, you
have a room with glass on three of the four sides. The designer wanted seamless integration of lift and slide doors into
the timber and glass curtain wall.
We’re also getting more and more requests for both aluminum
and some wood clad glass wall systems that make the concept of a
commercial curtain wall pleasing for a residential project.
We just finished a demonstration house in Steamboat
Springs. The house shows that a very modern home benefits
deeply from wood clad windows, as the material brings a natural warmth to the clean, contemporary lines of the project.
The home features a lot of very large glass areas, including a
40-foot long sliding glass door system.
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Claire Miziolek – Northeast Energy Efficiency
Partnership (NEEP), Technology and Market
Solutions Senior Manager
NEEP is a regional energy efficiency organization. Their
mission is to accelerate regional collaboration to promote
advanced energy efficiency and related solutions in homes,
buildings, industry, and communities.
As the old year turned to new, Energy Design Update
spoke with Miziolek to see what resolutions she most wishes
the construction industry to keep in 2019. Her response,
summed up in two words? “Dream big!”
I want more Smart Water Heating and more Heat
Pump Water Heaters. These are an energy efficiency and
lower carbon alternative, making them a doubly great solu-

tion. There’s a huge opportunity for load shifting and energy savings potential. But, at present, they have low market
penetration.
We’re working with distributors and installers to get
them familiar with these technologies. For existing water
heaters, there are retrofit conversion kits that make any old
water heater into a smart water heater. I also want utilities to
offer incentives for smart water heaters.
I want more Air Source Heat Pumps. They are a great
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) alternative. I want proper sizing and installation of them – that
means education for installers and customer training for use.
I also want more heat pumps installed in cooler climates
where many systems can perform very efficiently for both
heating and cooling.

